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1. INTRODUCTION
CRYPTONIUM coin is secretive, decentralized shared cryptographic money,
in view of CRYPTONIUM coin Note innovation that offers protection and
swappiness of exchanges. Our digital CRYPTONIUM coin currency is future
coin, since it depends on the most recent innovation and made by the best
building group. Your assets are secured in light of the decentralization of our
cryptographic money. With us, you are your own particular bank, it's not
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possible for anyone to see the measure of the exchange and the ID of the
sender and the beneficiary, which means it is 100% mysterious coin.
Installments are distributed on an open blockchain, however all data stay
private. We utilize progressed cryptographic strategies, which ensure the
precision of exchanges without divulgence extra data. Our coin permits quick,
free from charges exchanges from everywhere throughout the world.
CRYPTONIUM coin has no hardcoded most extreme blocksize, which
implies that dissimilar to BTC it doesn't have a 1 MB square size breaking
point counteracting scaling.
CRYPTONIUM coin Note innovation was made by our building group and is
continually moving forward. SN is like CN however has a considerable
measure of additional items. SN is an application layer convention that forces
heaps of decentralized protection centered advanced monetary standards.

2. VISION
Technology is rapidly growing and diversifying. As it does, more and more
businesses are using technology to facilitate their transactions. Many of the
most prominent commercial entities, such as Amazon, eBay, Alibaba,
Lazada, etc. have achieved their success through e-commerce development.
E-commerce was established in 1979 and has been evolving
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vigorously up to this point in time. It thrives on the development of the
internet, smartphones, and online shopping demands.
To make transactions more convenient and seamless, developers have created
new payment solutions, such as PayPal, Alipay, Visa, Mastercard, etc., which
has provided users a better online shopping experience.
The transparency provided by blockchain technology, paired with Bitcoin
smart contracts are new advances which will help e-commerce grow in an
entirely new way. Combining blockchain technology with e-commerce will
enhance the efficiency of business, increase the income for the seller, and
reduce the cost to the buyer.
According to Statista report (https://www.statista.com/topics/871/onlineshopping/) in 2016 alone, global e-retail sales amounted to 1.9 trillion. All of
these companies need a payment solution, and the companies that are
providing those solutions are also thriving.
There are many ways in which blockchain technology can be used to improve
the existing payment solutions. For instance, there is virtually meagre cost of
currency exchange. We are minimizing the fee of every
transaction, limiting it to nearly zero.
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3. CRYPTO CURRENCY OF TOMORROW
Our digital currency was made for what's to come. We utilize the most
elevated innovation to make CRYPTONIUM coin based on e-commerce
arranged for future. Namelessness, uniqueness, security, protection and quick
exchanges without expenses making our coin the best arranged in the digital
currency showcase.

4. MINING
CRYPTONIUM coin, as Bitcoin, utilizes Verification of-Work strategy, while
the Cryptonium calculation, as opposed to SCRYPT, takes into account
exceptionally viable burrowing with ASIC.
Test reaction conventions expect a direct intelligent connection between the
requester (customer) and the supplier (server). The supplier picks a test, say a
thing in a set with a property, the requester finds the important reaction in the
set, which is sent back and checked by the supplier. As the test is picked on
the spot by the supplier, its trouble can be adjusted to its present load. The
work on the requester side might be limited if the test reaction convention has
a known arrangement (picked by the supplier), or is known to exist inside a
limited hunt space.
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Pools and Hardware
The principal path to mine CRYPTONIUM coin is to join a pool, however
mining solo is additionally conceivable and upheld. The rundown of trusted
CRYPTONIUM coin pools will be accessible soon on our site. Many
individuals likewise need to utilize specific mining equipment so as to expand
their mining hash rate – it is bolstered by us also..

5. WHY ARE WE BETTER THAN OTHERS
We are superior to different mysterious digital forms of money, since we
Utilize

another

innovation,

made

by

our

designing

group.

CRYPTONIUM coin has the best potential in the digital money showcase.

6. BEST PLATFORM FOR DEVELOPERS
Our stage will permit designers to make an applications utilizing Java and
Python, each application will have claim blockchain associated with the
principle Blockchain CRYPTONIUM coin. Angular js , Node js, Python and
Java. These programming dialects are presently extremely famous and have
an awesome future and therefore, CRYPTONIUM coin moreover. For the
improvement of decentralized applications, CRYPTONIUM coin utilizes an
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unexpected approach in comparison to the ones proposed by contenders. Each
enlisted application has its own condition. It’s design is proportionate to the
engineer
of the application. It relies upon what number of hubs the conveyed framework
will be, or the calculation that the hubs get by agreement. CRYPTONIUM
coin is the second particular digital money. On account of the decentralized
application stage, new highlights can be actualized rapidly and effectively,
with

decentralized

application,

for

example,

decentralized

voting,

personalities, client names, confided in frameworks, informal organizations,
memory modules, sharing economies and some more. All design subtle
elements will be accessible simply after the official arrival of
CRYPTONIUM coin .

7. PREPARED FOR WAR WITH NON CO-OPERATIVE
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
CRYPTONIUM coin is set up for battle with the administrations, which need
to boycott digital money. The most recent couple of months have
demonstrated us that nations are separated on the cryptographic money.
Some of them need to boycott cryptographic money exchanging, similar to
China. CRYPTONIUM coin was made with a view to flexibility, anybody on
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the planet ought to have the capacity to utilize our coin. Legislators need to
boycott Bitcoin and different coins since it isn't in their business. Our coin is
mysterious so no one can know who the sender is and who the beneficiary is.
Exchanges are with 0% charge and their speed is 2s. We offer protection and
security, with us you are your own bank. CRYPTONIUM coin digital money
trade that we need to open will be enlisted in prominent exchanger and ready
for everybody on the planet. Here, in Singapore there are no charges and
controls so this place allows us to continually create and ensure that the
legislature won't begin to battle with cryptographic forms of money. Just you
are in charge of your own assets and just you work them. These days, banks
have control over your cash and they can do all that they need. We should quit
giving the chance to touch our cash. We are rolling out CRYPTONIUM coin
to improve this.
We trust, that the most astounding innovation and the best group will carry out
the activity.
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8. COIN

SPECIFICATION

1. Coin Name : Cryptonium
2. Coin Ticker: CTC
3. Algorithm: Scrypt
4. Coin Max Supply: 1000000000
5.

Pre Mine: 50% - 500000000 (Mined in First 500 Blocks)

6.

Block Time : 2 Minutes

7.

Block Reward : 500 Coins (Getting Half Every Year)

8. Coin Explorer : http://35.170.251.109:3001 or explorer
9. Desktop Wallet Download Link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eTzlXN6ebWB2clNLThWd9lJQ65W
L8QHC
10. Cryptoniumcoin.info
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9. CRYPTONIUM coin Wallet
CRYPTONIUM coin Wallet is an application that enables you to work your
assets. It is accessible now on Android, in future on iOS. Right now its being
tried by engineers group.

CRYPTONIUM coin Wallet

will

be

where

you

will

get

your

CRYPTONIUM coin . The refresh of our site will be propelled on shortly and
wallet will be accessible to download on our site and in Google Play.

10. Our Team
In light of a legitimate concern for CRYPTONIUM coin Gathering, we thank
you for your eagerness for our White paper. The White paper has given you a
brief summary about our focal objective and vision, our feeling of obligation
with respect to each one of you. To fulfill our devotion, we have dealt with
our core team as underneath.

Development Team
This is our key Gathering, on whom we have contributed a huge measure of
going through with the objective that our Gathering could reliably improve
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and deliver uncommon and stable development regard for CRYPTONIUM
coin . It is our astonishing benefit to have a chance to work with the most
skilled and driving social events in our propelled money field. We take steps
to take part and endeavor our best to give you the most outstanding and jump
forward things and organizations.

Management Team
An astonishing accomplishment requires a whole deal vision and what's more
driving organization experience, that is the inspiration driving why we work
with the most experienced and proficient overseers in advancement,
promoting, business field.

Consultant Team
As opposed to lounging around inactively on things that has not been
supported to be down to earth, we work with experienced and compelling
people, who perceive what to do to comprehend their cash related achievement
with different endeavors and what to do to help other
Individuals to do all things considered.
Third party Team
Close by our own gathering, we similarly organize. We assume that with their
experience and limit, they would contribute a ton to the achievement of
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CRYPTONIUM coin. We have continually considered whom to work with,
so we in general together would outfit you with the best things and
organizations ever.

11. Legal Disclaimer

This White Paper is expected to display pertinent data to potential
CRYPTONIUM COIN buyers (Buyer) regarding the proposed age and
offer of CRYPTONIUM COIN , including data about the fundamental
programming application and blockchain convention used to make and
Appropriate

(CRYPTONIUM COIN

wise

Contract)

and

the

CRYPTONIUM COIN biological community. The data contained in this
White Paper isn't proposed to be thorough and the announcements
incorporated into this White Paper are not planned to make a legally
binding relationship. Nothing in this White Paper should be esteemed to
constitute a plan of any kind or a sales for venture, nor does it in any
capacity relate to an offering or a requesting of an offer to purchase any
securities in any locale. This record isn't created as per, and isn't liable to,
laws or directions of any ward which are intended to secure speculators.
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Certain announcements, gauges and money related data contained in this
White Paper constitute forward-looking articulations or data. Such
forward-looking explanations or data include known and obscure dangers
and vulnerabilities which may make real occasions or results contrast
substantially from the assessments or the outcomes suggested or
communicated in such forward-looking proclamations.
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